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Th rough its complex orchestration of time and space,
no less than through the social division of labor, 

life in the city takes on the character of a symphony:
specialized human aptitudes, specialized instruments,

give rise to sonorous results which, 
neither in volume nor in quality,

could be achieved by any single piece.
(Mumford, L. 1938 / 1970, 4)

Abstract
Globalization has been changing the urban landscape rapidly in recent decades. Suburban-

ization, urban sprawl and intensive migration have transformed former territories with a mix 
of urban and rural settlements into huge high urbanized regions which play a key role in  the 
development of nation states and macro-regions of the world.

Th ey have also become sites for the concentration of problems such as  terrorism, crime, 
ethnic confl icts, economic disparities, hatred and exclusion, because of their size and magnetism 
as points of prosperity.

Th e goal of this article is to show the historical process of agglomeration-building in Europe 
(e.g. Paris and Berlin), the USA (e.g. Tristate NY) and Russia (e.g. St. Petersburg, Samara – Togli-
atti Agglomeration) and to explore actual problems of strategic planning in these city-regions. 
Th e city-regions are analyzed within the frame of a holistic approach (top – down direction). 
Large city-agglomerations in Russia are, at present, possible motors of growth and development. 
Th e elaboration of strategies for them could be the starting point in the recovery of the economy 
and society. But the experience in  this fi eld is not broad enough to  lead to positive and rapid 
results. Th is makes a comparative analyses of  international examples extremely important for 
Russian governing bodies and social groups.

In the research we use statistical data – demographic, economic and political – to show the 
strengths, weaknesses, risks and opportunities of agglomeration development in the 21st century. 
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“The idea that cities can be  characterized as  actors in  a global economy 
is  controversial and has been conceptualized in  many diff erent ways” 

(Harding & Blockland, 2014, p. 58). Th e 21st century has brought multiple chal-
lenges with it. Among these are the rapid growth and radical restructuring of the 
urban world. In the 20th century, in the industrial age, cities had already began 
to play a key role in a development of technics, culture, sciences and other as-
pects of human civilization. But the city form has been changing rapidly and 
in the past decades, suburbanization, urban sprawl and intensive migration have 
transformed former territories with a mix of urban and rural settlements into 
huge highly urbanized regions with dense populations and intensive relations 
of  various kinds between settlements situated within their borders: political, 
economic, cultural and social. New means of  transportation has made it pos-
sible to look at these regions as a whole of some kind and required the search for 
new organizational structures, principles, rules and mechanisms of governance.

To describe multiple sprawling urbanized landscapes and city networks re-
searchers have been using various terms: including the much discussed “mega-
lopolis” of Jean Gottman (Gottman, Megalopolis, 1961)…. archipelago economy, 
galactic city, string city, limitless city, endless city, liquid city, global city region, 
world city-region, mega-city region, polycentric metropolis, new megalopolis, 
megapolitan region, metro region, polynuclear urban region, super urban area, 
super region…. mega region. All these termini are collected and interpreted 
by  the authors of  the book “Megaregions: Globalization’s new urban form?” 
John Hurrison and Michael Hoyler (Hurrison & Hoyler, 2015, p. 1) to show how 
diff erent the views about the modern urban form and its specifi c character are. 
Th e main subject of this essay collection (published by Hurrison and Hoyler), 
about US, European and Chinese urban megaregions , is an urbanized territory 
developed more or less organically during a long period of history which is typi-
cally enormously competitive and progresses to a very “good quality of life” for 
its citizens. Megaregions are shown in the essays as actors able to cross adminis-
trative and political borders including borders of autonomous regions, subjects 
of federal states and even state borders as well. 

Cities have been acting like this throughout history. Th e Hanseatic League, 
as a commercial and defense union of market cities, dominated the fl ow of goods 
in  the Baltic Region through inter-city trading networks for four centuries 
(Harding & Blockland, 2014, p. 57). Th e nodes of  the network were cities not 
only in West and North Europe such as Hamburg but also in East Europe such 
as Novgorod. 

In his famous book “Th e Culture of  Cities” the American urbanist Luis 
Mumford prophesied a  full decline and death of  the city in  the 20th century. 
For  a  city as  a civilization phenomenon, Mumford outlined updating the six 
stages of evolution concept of his teacher Patrick Geddes (Geddes, 1915): Eo-
polis as a pre-city is not relevant today, but the second one – the Polis – being 
a  settlements group comprising some social system with common economic, 
political, cultural and other functions is today mostly the core city of large ag-
glomerations and huge mega-regions. For Aristotle and Plato, polis was the most 
signifi cant element of the antic world-system. 
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Of great importance in  Mumford’s classifi cation is  the Metropolis as  the 
main city in a defi nite region and the last stage of development from his point 
of view. Th e largest metropolis’ of the 21st century are world-cities or global cit-
ies of  diff erent size (mostly mega-cities with a  population of  tens of  millions) 
and extremely high infl uence in the mega-regions of the world. Th ree other stag-
es in Mumford’s urban world picture are connected with decline and destruction. 
As a result, the Megalopolis, the Tyrannopolis and the Necropolis app ear (Mum-
ford, 1938  / 1970, pp. 285–292). But later, Jean Gottman’s Megalopolis is  not 
such a sign but a new form of urbanized area where agglomerations are growing 
together because of  economic development and new means of  transportation. 
Th e main factors infl uencing the urban processes are geography, history and the 
economy, but beside these are also social changes such as  intensive migration. 
Migrants are attracted by cities like magnets and cities are growing faster. 

In the 1960s the creator of  the concept of  “Ecumenopolis” (a city made 
up of the whole world, a planet wide city) Constantinos Doxiadis described the 
absolutely new urban form in his forecast made up  for around 2050. Not na-
tion states but rather cities had to become the main centers of development and 
everyday life. Among the modes of transportation in his works are not only cars 
(mostly drawn by  electricity), and railways of  diff erent forms (mostly under-
ground and elevated), but also low earth orbit spaceships. On the surface of the 
city the only host must be a citizen able to move freely on foot in clean ecological 
surroundings. (Doxiadis, 1968). Th e main feature of ecumenopolis is the free-
dom of a man to choose a place to  live, to work and to have rest without any 
borders. Not all of Doxiadis’ ideas have become reality but large agglomerations 
and the suggested mega regions are the fi rst steps to the new planet-wide city. 

All concepts show the diffi  culties and problems connected with the defi ni-
tions of urban forms developed in the modern world. Even more complicated 
is the matter of a description of their size (territory and population), borders, 
structure, governance systems and estimating the role of a “city” in the processes 
of production, consumption, migration, development, socialization, functional 
and spatial integration, and diff erentiation. 

For the purpose of  our research we  extract from the multiple and com-
plicated urban world some rather compact, closely interconnected, densely 
populated territories and defi ne them as agglomerations. Th e Russian urban re-
searcher Georgy Lappo calls agglomerations “galaxies of  cities” (Lappo, 2012, 
p.  92). Th e kind of  relations and connections between cities and other settle-
ments in agglomerations, from our point of view, can be expressed better with 
the term “constellations” showing close contacts which create possibilities for 
more intensive and rapid development of the area. Th e main characteristic fea-
ture of agglomerations is that they are not only territorial entities but also an un-
interrupted process of development and change which has to be planned, or-
ganized and evaluated. Today, agglomerations play a role typical of cities in the 
classical meaning of the word since the antiquity and perhaps earlier, and untill 
the beginning of the last century. Th e city has not died. Its death in the “infor-
mation age”, according to the authors of the “Urban Th eory” Alan Harding and 
Talja Blokland (Harding & Blockland, 2014, p. 70), is much exaggerated. Th e city 
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has changed radically but has remained a key actor in the 21st century. In the 
globalizing world where “the space of fl ows” is more developed than the “space 
of places”, agglomerations as an “urban form” stay to be “important nodes” be-
cause the “space of fl ows is not placeless” (Castells, 2010). 

It is  not easy to  fi nd the starting point of  agglomeration-building in  the 
history of diff erent city-regions. Most areas of such kind developed in the 20th 
century simultaneously with industrialization and intensive economic develop-
ment. Concentration of fi rms and production sites required massive workforces 
and workers lived mostly in nearby smaller cities and other settlements.

At present, the Paris agglomeration includes eight departments of  the Ill’ 
de France region and its 465 communes (French municipalities). As a core of ag-
glomeration the City of Paris had a starting point of its history in Roman epoch 
in a form of a military settlement. Later on, the city – Ville de Paris – developed 
as  a market, as  a political center of  the French kingdom, and a  cultural, eco-
nomic and religious center. With the urbanization, industrialization and inten-
sifi cation of mobility, two “crowns” connected with the core were being formed 
intensively: the “small crown” – the fi rst concentric ring around the department 
Paris nearer to the city consisting of three other departments (Hauts-de-Seine, 
Seine-Saint-Denis, and Val-de-Marne) and the “large crown” which has four de-
partments (Seine-et-Marne, Yvelines, Essonne, and Val-d’Oise). Th e next stage 
of the agglomeration process took place aft er World War II when “New towns” 
were built to absorb the growing population in order to prevent overcrowding 
of the capital city. 

At that time the Paris agglomeration within the Ill’ de France region limits 
had a  population of  more than 12,005,077, or  18.2 percent of  the population 
of France (Estimation de population, 2014). But new developments took place 
just at the beginning of this year. On the 1st January 2016 an absolutely new terri-
toriality was born – the Métropole du Grand Paris with four departments – Par-
is, Hauts-de-Seine, Seine-Saint-Denis and Val-de-Marne; plus seven communes 
in the outer suburbs, including Argenteuil in Val d’Oise and Paray-Vieille-Poste 
in  Essonne, which were added to  include major airports. Grand Paris covers 
814 square kilometers and has a population of 6.945 million people. (Scruggs, 
Th e “Grand Paris” era begins, 08.01.2016).

 Besides this, we must not forget the Paris Metropolitan area which plays 
an important role as a statistical area showing the reach of commuter movement 
to and from Paris and its surrounding suburbs, has a population of 12,405,426 
and extends the territory of the Ill’ de France region. In reality, the borders of the 
agglomeration are moving with the growth of the population and with the de-
velopment of  the transport facilities, making it  possible for the citizens to  go 
further and further in search of workplaces and diff erent services. 

Th e three-state metropolitan region around New York City is even larger with 
an estimated population within the Metropolitan statistical area of 20,182,305 (An-
nual Estimates, 2015) and within the Combined statistical area of 23,723,696 (the 
same). Th e fi rst entity includes 25 counties of the states of New York, New Jersey 
and Pennsylvania. Th e second is referred to as a Tri state region with 33 counties 
of the states New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. In reality, the economic and 
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social interconnections are most dense in the region of the Combined statistical 
area. Th e core city, founded in 1624 before the creation of the states and the USA 
as a whole, was transformed into the municipality in 1898 with the consolidation 
of  Brooklyn (until then a  separate city), the County of  New York (which then 
included parts of the Bronx), the County of Richmond, and the western portion 
of  the County of Queens (Th e 100 year anniversary of  the consolidation of  the 
5 boroughs into NY city was in 1998). Th e opening of the subway in 1904, fi rst 
built as separate private systems, helped to bind the new city together. Th rough-
out the fi rst half of the 20th century, the city became a world center for industry, 
commerce, and communication uniting fi ve counties. Th ousands of migrants have 
been striving for the “Big Apple” during for decades and have brought their cul-
tures, religions, languages with them. Currently 800 languages are spoken in the 
city. Th e region was already seen as a whole at the beginning of the last century and 
the fourth “Regional plan” for the Th ree-State NY is already on the way and has 
to be accepted in 2017. Th e Th ree-State NY is a statistical area but its importance 
in the development of this part of the USA has grown immensely through time 
because of the intensive work of the Regional Planning Association (RPA) mak-
ing all possible eff orts to harmonize the quality of life and living conditions in all 
municipalities and parts of the region. Th e RPA as a union of science, business, 
policy, ecological thinking and citizens participation is “transcending election cy-
cles, partisan interests, state borders and human prejudice in its work” (Shaping 
the Region, 2014, p. 3). 

At present, the Metropolitan Statistical Area of New York is one of the most 
populous agglomerations in the world. It makes the administration and policy 
making problems in the region extremely complex and the role of  the region, 
in the USA, on the American continent and in the world, enormous. Th e expe-
rience of strategic planning in the region covers about 100 years and is an ex-
clusive example of developing strategic plan and implementing it in a very rare 
regime of subsidiary policy-making with leadership taken by local business and 
research, communities and citizens. 

Greater Berlin was united within actual borders in the 1920s and includes 
many former cities which had already existed in the Middle Ages. Th e fi rst steps 
in this direction were already made before World War I. In 1912 the ’special pur-
pose alliance was created to solve the problems of economic and infrastructural 
development. Due to the activities of the Alliance, large parks such as Tiergar-
ten, Treptower Park and others have survived in Berlin. Th e intensive necessity 
of Berlin’s cooperation with other municipalities around it is evident in the his-
tory of the Berlin underground (Untergrundbahn). At the very beginning, this 
transportation system was built separately in diff erent parts of the region. And 
only aft er the establishment of the Greater Berlin municipality in 1920 did the 
construction of the rationally organized mass transportation system for the en-
tire region become possible. 

Th e unifi cation of Berlin with its surroundings was a complicated political 
procedure in the Prussian parliament and the decision was made aft er a severe 
struggle between the left  oriented social-democrats and independent demo-
crats, right oriented national parties and the party of Center. Th e result of the 
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struggle was a compromise and in  the municipality of Greater Berlin the dis-
tricts  – former city-municipality  – parlty maintained their autonomy. Nowa-
days, the size of the agglomeration has become larger and the region is estimated 
within diff erent borders. Th e agglomeration includes the territory of Berlin and 
50 municipalities of Brandenburg situated near the city-state as well as the capi-
tal city of Brandenburg – Potsdam – and has a population of 4,470,000. In 1995 
the political unifi cation of both subjects of the German Federation, Berlin and 
Brandenburg, was planned and prepared but did not happen. Besides the en-
tity of  the agglomeration, the Berlin/Brandenburg metropolitan region ex-
ists as a statistical unity comprising both Länder with all their municipalities. 
Th e Berlin city-state is the core of the region and infl uences all processes and af-
fairs on the territory as Germany’s capital city, the largest city in the country and 
the political, economic and cultural metropole in this part of Europe. According 
to Eurostat statistics the capital region Berlin-Brandenburg is even larger. 

In Russia, nobody considered the regions of large cities as integral systems 
with special features and functions during the Soviet period. Cities were only 
meant to be production sites and industrial centers. 

In the second decade of  the 21st century, in  Russian law there are still 
no such terms as “agglomeration” or “metropolitan region (area)”, which is con-
sidered by many researches and practitioners in the fi eld of planning and public 
government as  the lack of  a legal base for the development of  Russia’s urban 
regions (Shchitinskiy, 2013). 

St. Petersburg (former Leningrad) has been developing since 1917, origi-
nally as an industrial center of military production. But since the fi rst days of its 
existence, very near to the city smaller cities and towns were built as summer 
residences, fortresses and industrial centers. Th ey exist today and their key role 
remains – connection with the core and carrying out multiple functions for it: 
living, safeguarding the history, developing sciences and arts, and the produc-
tion of  goods and services. At present nine cities (Petrodvorets, Lomonosov, 
Pushkin, Pavlovsk, Sestroretsk, Zelenogorsk, Kolpino, Kronstadt and Krasnoje 
Selo) and 21 other settlements are parts of St. Petersburg – one of 85 subjects 
of the Russian Federation, the so called federal city – autonomous municipali-
ties but also parts of the city’s administrative districts.. We can characterize the 
second largest city of Russia also as a city-state like Berlin because of its compe-
tences in the federal state. 

Th e second group of cities in  the St. Petersburg agglomeration are politi-
cally parts of another subject of the Russian Federation – the Leningrad Region 
situated around the city-state. Th e boundary between both subjects makes the 
unifi cation and complex development of the agglomeration as an entire system 
a complicated matter: it is not absolutely clear where this border is situated and 
it  is not marked politically or administratively. So the agglomeration does not 
exist as  a defi nite territory with an  economically or  socially knitted-together 
system. Districts of  the Leningrad Region such as  Vsevolozhskij, Gatchinskij, 
Kirovskij, Tosnenskij, Lomonosovskij and (less so) Vyborgskij (6 from 17) are 
generally included into the agglomeration, whereas others are seen as a remote 
periphery not important for further development.
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Th e diff erentiation of  the region’s districts according to  their importance 
to the city-state makes the integration of the agglomeration more diffi  cult and 
the merging of both regions seem not possible. Remote territories fear that they 
will not be developed at all and their resources will be used by the city-state for 
its own needs. 

Besides the mononucleus agglomerations in the world there are many mult-
inucleus conurbations, also called “polycentric” (Pain, 2015), where two or more 
large cities unite the territory into the system and create a highly urbanized re-
gion with more opportunities for economic development and social cohesion.

In the early 21st century, agglomerations also became an  important is-
sue in Russia because of the development problems connected with the most 
relevant features of the country: the largest territory in the world, a relatively 
small and diminishing population, and the necessity for rapid development 
of economic, infrastructural and social subsystems. Which was why strategic 
plans and other concepts were developed in different parts of Russia. One such 
concept was devised in the Samara region (oblast) for a territory between Sa-
mara and Togliatti along the Samara bend. The key centers of the region over 
a distance of about 170 km are the six cities – Samara, Togliatti, Chapayevsk, 
Novokuybyshevsk, Zhygulevsk, Syzran – plus six other towns. The total popu-
lation is more than 2.7 million.

In a research report from the “Giprogor” Institute, the conurbation is de-
scribed as a “densely populated area consisting of the highly developed Samara 
agglomeration, the little developed Togliatti agglomeration, the developing Syz-
ran agglomeration and the natural recreation resort of the Samara bend” (Insti-
tut Giprogor, 2011). On 30 August 2016, eight city-districts and nine municipal 
districts of the Samara region signed an agreement with the Regional govern-
ment about the cooperation and development of the agglomeration. Th e signing 
partners were the cities Samara, Togliatti, Syzran, Novokuybyshevsk, Chapaevsk, 
Zhygulevsk, Octyabrsk, Kinel, and the municipal districts of  Bezenchuksky, 
Volzhsky, Kinelsky, Krasnoarmeysky, Krasnoyarsky, Privolzhsky, Stavropolsky, 
Syzransky and Shigonsky (Aleshin, 21.09.2016).

One of  the most relevant factors of  infl uence for conurbation build-
ing is  the competition between the Samara Region and the Republic of Tatar-
stan – one of the most developed regions of Russia. Th e city of Samara is unable 
to compete with the cities of Tatarstan, particularly the capital city Kazan. But 
the economic power of the conurbation including Samara, Togliatti and Syzran 
can help the region to develop more rapidly and intensively to match competi-
tors in other parts of the Volga mega-region. 

The importance of  agglomerations for the national and, subsequent-
ly, global economy can be  illustrated with the percentage of  GDP produced 
in  the regions. For the Ill’ de  France region, it  is estimated as  30%, for the 
New York Combined Statistical Area – 8.3%, for the Metropolitan Region Ber-
lin/Brandenburg – 5.1%, and for St. Petersburg (in the borders of the Subject 
of the Russian Federation) – 12%. With the growth of the urban region’s terri-
tory, the population and the production grow and the functions become more 
multiple and diverse. 
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Th e highly urbanized regions described above have many diff erences but 
one common characteristic feature is  the most important for our research. 
It  is  their strategic role in  the development of  their hinterland, countries and 
megaregions of the world. From this point of view, the new type of the urban 
policy and politics has to be analyzed within the frame of a“holistic” approach. 
Th e decision making in an agglomeration is not exactly the same as in a sepa-
rate city. Th e interests, approaches and possibilities diff er greatly. “Th e social, 
the cultural, the political, the natural and the economic” (McCann & Paddison, 
2014, p. 220) dimensions within the agglomeration create the space with more 
than only three classic dimensions (width, breadth and length) thought typical 
for the territorial objects. First of  all, the space of  an agglomeration includes 
time as a very important factor, and also the political will of governing bodies 
and groups, and besides this there is individual rationality.

Th e infrastructure that has created Castells’ “space of fl ows”, in other words, 
is  likely to  have been superimposed upon an  earlier “space of  places”. Some 
places have been better able to adopt it than others. “Th us, people do still live 
in places. But because function and power in our societies are organized in the 
space of fl ows, the structural domination of its logic essentially alters the mean-
ing and dynamic of places. Th e dominant tendency is toward a horizon of net-
worked, ahistorical space of fl ows, aiming at imposing its logic over scattered, 
segmented places, increasingly unrelated to  each other, and less and less able 
to share cultural codes. Unless cultural, political, and physical bridges are delib-
erately built between these two forms of space, we may be heading toward life 
in parallel universes whose times cannot meet because they are warped into dif-
ferent dimensions of a social hyperspace (Castells, 2010, pp. 458–459).

Th e hypothesis of the hyperspace developed by physicists (Kaku, 1994) and 
mentioned by Manuel Castells in his works (Castells, 2010, p. 407) makes it pos-
sible to explore the space of agglomeration as the space of fl ows and to fi nd out 
the multiple forces whose infl uence is creating a new power constellation typical 
for the information society of the 21st century. 

In the indefi nite surroundings of  transforming states, like Russia, such 
analysis is very diffi  cult because of  rapidly changing interaction rules and the 
absence of stable goals and organizations to fulfi l the developed programs and 
strategies. But in all of the agglomerations during recent decades, some common 
features have become most important:
1.  Th e information society created space where the fl ows of a diff erent kind 

have become more important as  places as  such. Th e generation of  social 
space (Castells, 2010) happened through the development of  new facets 
never seen before because of the objective impossibility of their existence 
in  former times. Not only have megacities become magnets and centers 
of economic and political development with the appearance of new organi-
zational forms and modes of human behavior, but also large cities in their 
regions with less dense population and settlement networks. 

2.  Most important processes in modern development, technology and scien-
tifi c innovations are developed and transformed in places with concentrat-
ed fl ows of information and communication. And nobody denies the role 
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of large agglomerations as nodes for this fl ow. Th e core city can sometimes 
not be the most suitable place for producing advanced services typical for 
the new information society because of the high expenses, but the nearby 
settlements can play the role of supplementary areas. 

3.  New transportation modes are needed to knit the agglomerations together 
and are developed everywhere. Rail plays a  leading role as before but the 
speed is  becoming so  high (up to  400km/h) that the space and time are 
compressed and it is already possible to live hundreds kilometers far from 
the core city and still feel like a citizen. 

4.  Space is crystallized time. Time and space cannot be understood indepen-
dently of social action (Castells, 2010, p. 441).

5.  Th ree layers in the space of fl ows play a defi ning role in modern agglomera-
tions: the material support of the space of fl ows is actually constituted by a cir-
cuit of electronic exchanges; the second layer is constituted by its nodes and 
hubs hence the space of fl ows is not placeless; the third important layer to the 
spatial organization of the dominant, managerial elites (rather than classes) 
(Castells, 2010, p. 444–445).
Time and space, which are the strongest factors distinguishing the urban 

world, are characterized by  researchers and practitioners working in  the fi eld 
of  strategizing as  the main principles for developing and implementing every 
kind of  strategy. “… analyses shows that the ruling dominant law of  strategy 
is diff erent from the ruling law of politics or economy… In strategy, however, 
the major law is the law of time…. A time-sensitive analyses of a strategy is a cri-
terion that must always be in place through the development and implementa-
tion of  all elements of  any strategy…. Analyzing the strategic practice proves 
Napoleon’s point of view that the two most important criteria of  the strategic 
decision-making process are time and space” (Kvint, 2016). 

Diff erent sorts of  socio-spatial connections and diff erences, movements 
and immobilities are fundamentally about power (McCann & Paddison, 2014, 
p. 221). Th is idea is also relevant for large agglomerations. Th eir size makes them 
centers of political and economic power. All chosen examples demonstrate the 
rightness of the thesis. New York City is one of four global centers with stock 
exchanges and other fi nancial institutions functioning 24 hours a day, producing 
multiple services and activities unique to the modern world. 

Th e notion of the “global city” is more a symbol, an imagination than the 
real territory. “Th e global city is a process rather than a place” (Castells, 2010, 
p. 443). Th e 8 million population of  New York City could never have a  large 
enough work force to produce all the products and services now connected with 
the fi nancial, economic and political center of the USA, North America and the 
world. Only the Tri-state region with its 20 million is large enough to play the 
key role in a world as a global city and to be one of the global players in world 
politics. Th e same can be said about Paris. In competition with London, Tokyo 
and NY, the municipality of Ville de Paris would not stand a chance.

Th e researches of  the “Globalization and World Cities Study Group  – 
GAWC” from Loughborough University (UK) (Globalization and World Cit-
ies Research Network) suggested the empirically proven modern classifi cation 
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of world cities on the basis of a score system evaluating four types of city func-
tions: accounting and audit, advertising, fi nancing and banks, insurance. All cit-
ies are grouped into four ranks and 12 categories – α, β, γ, d. New York is among 
the most powerful “world cities” α++, Paris belongs to the category α+, Berlin – 
β+, St. Petersburg – γ+, Samara is not presented in the classifi cation. 

Entertainment, cultural services, tourism, recreation and other services 
typical for world cities sometimes become as  important as fi nance and insur-
ance branches. Not occasionally, St. Petersburg has been competing in  recent 
years with such famous European touristic centers as Paris, London, Barcelona 
and others for the title of  leading tourist destination and won the fi rst place 
in 2015 and 2016 (World Travel Awards, 2016). Among the strategic goals of the 
cities, the sustainable development of  the surrounding region  – the territory 
of agglomeration – oft en means not only the preservation of natural resources 
for future generations but also the development of diff erent economic branches 
such as cultural and ecological tourism, diff erent kinds of recreation, and ecol-
ogy as a new technological sphere. 

As examples of interconnection of the core city and the region around it in 
agglomeration, we analyzed diff erent projects for preserving natural areas and 
park space in a core as well as in the regions. Such measures were foreseen al-
ready in the First Regional Plan for Tri-State New York, in the documents of the 
special purpose alliance in Berlin, and in the development plans of Greater Paris 
where the new entity, Th e Metropole of Grand Paris, was created in 2016, pri-
marily for economic reasons but also for ecological cooperation. In Russia, the 
problem also must be solved in the regions of large cities. Around St. Petersburg, 
the “garden cities” of  former imperial residences must be  preserved not only 
as objects of historical heritage but also as resorts and places where the recrea-
tion industry can be developed as a leading economic branch. One of the pearls 
of the upcoming “Samara agglomeration” is the famous Samara bend and one 
of the largest and best known Russian rivers – the Volga. 

Th e urban-rural distinction in  agglomerations gains new qualities. It de-
clined of  importance through the age of  industrialization. “In an  urbanized 
world urban is everywhere and nowhere” (Harding & Blockland, 2014, p. 11). 
But nowadays the task of  integrating both elements becomes more important 
and complicated. Th e footprints of large cities mean contamination of the earth’s 
surface, air and water that have to be cleaned and restored to enrich the city-life 
with new colors, emotions, scents and sensations.

Th e concept of “world cities”, fi rst developed by John Friedman (Friedman, 
1986) and later refi ned by Peter Hall, is of special importance for analyzing ag-
glomerations. Hall’s “world cities” (Hall, 1996) contain key political and related 
functions (national governments, professional organizations, trades unions, em-
ployers’ federations, head-quarters of major companies), major centers of trade 
(via major ports, road, rail and air infrastructure), key commercial functions 
(banks, insurances etc.), concentrations of  professional services (health, law, 
higher education, research, media), and luxury consumption and entertainment 
functions (Harding & Blockland, 2014, p. 77). All of them naturally were and are 
agglomerations because of their size and structure. 
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Since 1981, another notion used by the United Nations in connection with 
large agglomerations is  the notion of  a megacity (Population Reports, 1981, 
p.  38). With a  population more than 10 million, they are structural agglom-
erations with many settlements within their borders. Th ere were 37 megacities 
in 2015: in Europe – 5 including Moscow in 22nd place (population 16.9 mil-
lion), London, and Paris in 32nd place (population 12.4 million). Urban terri-
tories such as Tokyo, Jakarta, Seoul, Karachi, Shanghai, New York City, Manila, 
Mexico City, Delhi, Beijing also fall into this category. 

Economic and the political power are closely interconnected in the modern 
world. Th e networks of large cities oft en play a key role in the process of deci-
sion-making about global problems such as climate change, migration fl ows and 
ethnic confl icts.

For a long period “political scientists … have tended to proceed on the basis 
that cities can be defi ned, however imperfectly, by the boundaries that are rel-
evant to political decision-making; that is, by areas covered by a local or metro-
politan government. Studies that required a broader focus have embraced other 
defi nitions such as a "travel-to-work area", a "standard metropolitan statistical 
area", a  conurbation, a  "functional urban region"…” (Harding & Blockland, 
2014, p. 9). But nowadays examples show that diff erent dimensions of regions 
surrounding large cities create new types of economic and political entities: au-
tonomous regions, economic zones, and statistical areas with special adminis-
trative and political functions. 

Th e problems of cities are considered crucial for mankind in the 21st cen-
tury – the fi rst century where the urban population has exceeded the popula-
tion of the countryside. Th e new agenda will be accepted by the UN Habitat III 
in October 2016 in Quito (Ecuador) (United Nations Conference on Housing 
and Sustainable Urban Development, 2016). Th e fulfi llment of their territorial 
functions across administrative boundaries, acting as hubs and drivers for bal-
anced sustainable and integrated urban and territorial development at all lev-
els, creation of  sustainable and inclusive urban economies, by  leveraging the 
agglomeration benefi ts of  well-planned urbanization, high productivity, com-
petitiveness and innovation; reinvigorating long-term and integrated urban and 
territorial planning and design in order to optimize the spatial dimension of the 
urban form and to deliver the positive outcomes of urbanization, are seen as the 
main goals of agglomeration building and development. 

In this context it should always be remembered that “… national econo-
mies are …. constellations of regional economies, each with a major city at its 
core, each requiring specific and customized strategies” (Harding & Block-
land, 2014, p. 59). 

Th e experience of more developed cities is particularly useful for agglom-
erations in  less developed and developing countries. Namely the development 
of three regional plans of Tri-State NY could play an important role as a pattern 
for Russian agglomerations where the strategizing is in an entirely new direction 
and is connected with a number of problems. 

It appears that the agglomeration of huge masses of people and value in cer-
tain places only happens occasionally. In reality geographic and historical factors 
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do infl uence the process intensively. Two leading drivers of population agglom-
eration in every case are the geography of the region and its history (Goerlich 
& Mas, 2009). But nowadays the infl uence of both these factors can be moderat-
ed or strengthened by the development of strategies whose goals are sustainable 
growth and intensive development according to the interests of citizens in the 
region seen as a wholesome system. According to this idea, all of the large ag-
glomerations in the world, particularly in developed countries, are creating and 
implementing strategic plans for the long term development of mostly large ter-
ritories because it makes the urbanized region more competitive and at the same 
time sustainable. 

A very early example of a strategy developed for a region with many diff er-
ent polities (states of the USA, counties and municipalities) was Th e Regional 
Plan published in 1926 as mentioned earlier. At that time it was nothing short 
of revolutionary to create a common rationality for a Tri-State Metropolitan re-
gion with a  large population and many partisan interests, state and municipal 
borders, and human prejudices also mirrored in diff erent election cycles. All the 
diffi  culties of  the strategy development process had been overcome with the 
help of in-depth research, an interdisciplinary approach and building the part-
nerships of multiple actors of regional development, including political parties, 
civic organizations, business leaders and communities of other kinds. By that 
time, the mechanisms of civic engagement had been developed by the Regional 
Planning Association as  the main leader of  the process. Th e RPA is  an inde-
pendent, non-profi t organization. During more than ninety years of its existence 
the Association has gained credibility not only in the New York region but also 
in many parts of the USA for its long and successful experience in the develop-
ment and implementation of  the three Regional Plans of  Tri-State New York 
(Shaping the Region, 2011). 

Regional strategies were not rare in the fi rst decades of 21st century. In 2011 
the “Innovation strategy” for the Metropolitan region Berlin/Brandenburg was 
developed by the Common Planning Authority for both subjects of the German 
Federation and accepted by the governments of both Länder. Th e cooperation 
between Berlin and Brandenburg was very important for the region as a whole 
because of  the diffi  culties with the unifi cation of  Germany and the processes 
started aft erwards: completion between Berlin and Brandenburg for businesses, 
the public and fi nance. Th e border between the two Länder became a hindrance 
for development. Besides that, Berlin as a large city and the capital of Germany 
could take advantage of Brandenburg’s natural resources and at the same time 
stimulate further development of  the neighboring Land. Now both territories 
are working together (Strategy Report. Metropolitan Region Berlin / Branden-
burg, 2009) in some clusters – energetics, healthcare, optics, IT, media, creative 
industries, transportation, mobility, logistics. On the Brandenburg agenda there 
are also some specifi c clusters that are also relevant for Berlin, including provi-
sion production and supply, the metal industry, chemicals and synthetic materi-
als, and tourism. Th e example of the Berlin/Brandenburg Metropolitan Region 
shows the need for cooperation within Metropolitan Regions comprised of two 
federal subjects without having their merger connected with many political-ad-
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ministrative diffi  culties. Some spheres are administrated by common authorities 
as was shown above with the example of developing the Innovative Strategy.

Another case of metropolitan development in the region with the core world- 
and global city is  the Ile-de-France Region around the capital-city of  France, 
Paris. Th e Île-de-France Region is historically seen as the natural surroundings 
of  the capital and the domain of a king, existing already as a socio-economic 
entity since 6 May 1976 and having gained economic and political powers in the 
course of regionalization in the 1980s and 1990s. Th e integration in the region 
is very close but since 1 January 2016 the entity with a smaller area and popula-
tion than the Ile-de-France Region. the so called Métropole du Grand Paris, was 
created with the main strategic goal of improved coordination between the core 
city and its suburbs. One of the ways to reach this goal is to roll out the massive 
expansion of the Paris Métro subway system to off er better mobility to citizens 
in the suburbs. 

Th e process is  very diffi  cult and many observers are skeptical about the 
powers of the new local government level among the many others in the politi-
cal system of France (communes, departments, regions). But according to the 
regulations, the Métropole du Grand Paris will be governed by an elected coun-
cil (209  members) and the president, with the responsibility for such issues 
as housing, environmental protection and local planning. Th e latter being one 
of the most important from the point of view of strategizing. 

With the creation of the new entity, Paris is among other cities of the world 
that are trying to develop more effi  cient territorial strategies to heighten the role 
of the agglomeration as a strategic center in the modern globalizing world. Paris 
is  one of  the most prominent cities not only in  Europe but also in  the world 
(global city a+). At the same time, the dimensions within the “city” borders – 
Ville de Paris – are not large. A ring road follows the pattern of the medieval city 
walls and Paris’ territory is in this case 7.5 times smaller than New York City and 
15 times smaller than Greater London. Th e new entity is 7.8 times larger than 
the commune Ville de Paris and even larger than New York City. Th is means that 
new possibilities of development, especially in housing issues, are created. At the 
same time new transportation and environmental problems also appear.

Th e main idea of creating Métropole du Grand Paris, as articulated by Nico-
la Sarkozy in 2007 (Scruggs, 2016), was the integration of Paris with its suburbs 
to make possible unifi ed decisions and hence develop more competitive strate-
gies for the capital city of France, its main historical, cultural, scientifi c, admini-
strative and service center. 

Not all of the citizens of Paris and its suburbs are enthusiastic about the new 
development. Th ey ask some important questions: whether the expansion of the 
territory will lead to  territorial ghettoization and apartheid between rich and 
poor or drive gentrifi cation and force the poorest to move further from the city 
center (Durieux, 2016). 

If it seems that the problems of North American New York and European 
Berlin and Paris are not relevant to the large Russian urban centers it  is total-
ly wrong. Th e issue of economic development is closely linked to the problem 
of  interconnection and knitting the core city or  core cities with the adjusting 
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territories, sometimes politically independent from the core (as in  the region 
of St. Petersburg) but sometimes included into the same political entity (subjects 
of the federation such as Samara, Togliatti, Syzran and other settlements in the 
Samara Region) and is  today on the agenda of  the federal authorities, at both 
regional and municipal level. 

First of all, the “Plan (agenda) of agglomeration development in the Rus-
sian Federation” (Mnisterstvo economitcheskogo razvitiiya, 2015) has to  be 
mentioned. Th e draft  was fi rst developed by a working group of  the Ministry 
for Regional Development which disappeared in September 2014. But today the 
document is once more causing public debate. On the huge territory of Russia, 
with its relatively small population and small population density, the concen-
tration of  the population in the most developed and prosperous centers is  in-
evitable. Th ese are the largest cities which, with their surroundings, most have 
a  population in  the agglomeration area ofmore than 1 million citizens. Both 
cities analyzed in this article are in this category. 

During the last decade the “Strategy” for St. Petersburg, the second larg-
est city in Russia, was developed twice. In 1997 the so called “Strategic plan for 
St. Petersburg” (Generalnyi sovet strategitcheskogo plana, 1995) was developed 
and accepted by  the General Council of  the Strategic Plan for St. Petersburg. 
A decision about the beginning of the work had been made at the City Confer-
ence on  the 1st December 1996 and included broad civic participation as  an 
important condition. Th e main strategic goals were “Creation of  a favorable 
economic climate”, “Integration into the world economy”, “Improvement of the 
habitat”, and “Creation of a favorable social climate”. In the text the transforma-
tion of city economy was stressed. For the fi rst time in the city’s history, its own 
form of development had to be chosen by itself, identifi ed without the dictate 
of the federal center and without counting on its help. Th e city has to fi nd and 
establish its place in the world economy and on the postindustrial world map. 
Th e development of St. Petersburg as a gateway to Europe, as a cultural capital, 
as an open economy and as a safe city were set as strategic priorities. Th e Strat-
egy declaration was signed by 143 members of the Council including the Gov-
ernor of St. Petersburg, members of the Federal and Regional Legislations, au-
thorities, members of civic organizations, top managers of private organizations 
and public institutions, famous scientists, and artists. However, implementation 
of  the document was not consistent enough and sometime later it had almost 
been forgotten about.

Th at’s why on 13 May 2014 the new “Strategy of economic and social de-
velopment of St. Petersburg until 2030” (Komitet po economicheskoy politike 
i  strategitcheskomu planirovaniyu Sankt-Peterburga, 2014) was examined and 
accepted with the resolution of  the city government. Th e document was de-
veloped by a working group acting on behalf of the Department for Economic 
policy and Strategic Planning of  St. Petersburg with the participation of  re-
searchers from diff erent city organizations. Civic participation was organized 
over the Internet and many citizens expressed their opinion about the strategic 
goals and priorities. “Th e creation of public values, forming out and introduc-
tion of progressive ideas, St. Petersburg’s development as a center of world cul-
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ture and international cooperation” (Ibid., p. 50) was formulated as a strategic 
mission. Th e mission is  turned more towards the outer world and the general 
(strategic) goal of the document – more towards the citizens, civil society and 
business of St. Petersburg. It is aimed at ensuring a  stable life quality for citi-
zens, improvement and increase in the city’s global competitiveness on the basis 
of national development priorities, sustainable economic growth and the results 
of technological innovations (Ibid., p. 64).

A move to the polycentric model has to become the key direction towards 
more effi  cient space development. It means the well-managed and coordinated 
formation outside the main central business district of  St. Petersburg, an  ag-
glomeration sub centers system and horizontal connections between them not 
only within city-borders (not more than 10–15 km from the ring road – Kolpino, 
Pushkin) but also on the periphery (Ibid., pp. 119–120). Th e instruments of this 
development are the “Charts for complex territorial planning of St. Petersburg 
and the Leningrad Region”, the new General plan for St. Petersburg (to 2035) 
on the basis of the socio-ecological approach and the strengthening of intercon-
nections between both region’s infrastructure (Ibid., p. 121). Th e problems and 
main tasks of the agglomeration development (planning, coordination, and in-
frastructure including the transportation system) are formulated in the Strategy 
but form only a small part of the document (Ibid., pp. 129–130).

Much more consistent ideas are expressed in another conception prepared 
by  the political party “Yabloko” (Apple) under the guidance of  G. Yavlinsky 
in 2014. On the fi rst pages of the “Greater St. Petersburg. 21st century. Concep-
tual Development Strategy for Megapolis ” it is stressed that the core city and its 
surroundings should be considered as a wholesome strategizing object where the 
decision making is not disturbed by administrative borders, i.e., the offi  cial re-
sponsibility zones of two subjects of the Russian Federation – St. Petersburg and 
the Leningrad Region. In this case the agglomeration can be developed to be-
come a global communications center generating fi nance resources in a number 
of economic spheres and service branches, creating events for a world commu-
nity through the cooperation of citizens, authorities, and diff erent communities. 
Th e approach of the “Greater St. Petersburg. 21st century” is much less formal, 
centralized, brought from above and more oriented on modern values and needs 
than the “Strategy 2030” (Yavlinskiy, G., 2014).

A more complicated structure than mononucleus agglomerations is charac-
teristic of conurbations with multiple subcenters inside of which there are other 
elements – every subcenter could be  seen as a separate agglomeration, which 
is the case with the Samara – Togliatti conurbation consisting of the highly de-
veloped Samara agglomeration, the less developed Togliatti agglomeration and 
the developing Syzran agglomeration. In 2011 the “Giprogor” Institute conduct-
ed the research thought to be a base for the draft  of a further agglomeration ter-
ritorial development citing the words written in the 20th century by the famous 
economist Vasyli Leontief: “Th e eff ective functioning of the economy depends 
on the rational organization of the territory” (Institut “Giprogor” 2011, p. 13). 

Th e future of the large area along the Samara bend of the Volga river is con-
nected with the development of the territory as a whole. It will make the urban 
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area more competitive in Russia and create possibilities for the region within 
the agglomeration borders and also for the subject of RF around it to fi nd new 
directions of  economic and social evolution on  a larger scale (Europe, other 
continents, the world). In 2013 the working team including Russian and foreign 
experts developed a set of recommendations for working out an agglomeration 
building Strategy for the Samara region. Th e environment (primarily the pres-
ervation of natural resorts through creating a new urban structure), Transport 
and Mobility (in the cities it  will be  possible to  improve the roads and pub-
lic transport systems, and between them, with plans to use the fast commuter 
trains direct to  the Kurumoch airport and between Samara and Togliatti and 
also to smaller settlements on the way), Business, Finance, and Territorial De-
velopment (according to the integral plan) were included as the main priorities 
(Mamaev & Working Group, 2013, pp. 10–12).

Conclusions

All over the world one of  the hindrances in  the development of  agglom-
erations is  poor infrastructure. Th e problems of  these systems plus the high 
improvement costs necessitate the need for special programs and resources for 
their implementation. It slows the speed of change and makes the agglomera-
tion less competitive on all levels. Th e diffi  culties grow due to the complicated 
territorial structure and require new approaches to the structural organization 
not only of the territory as such but also of diff erent processes within its borders.

Large cities in Russia have extra problems to be solved. Th e fi rst is the ab-
sence of the legal idea of an agglomeration, which makes the dependence on sev-
eral authorities from diff erent parts of the region one of the most relevant factors 
infl uencing all decisions; the federal level, the level of the subjects of federation, 
and the municipal level each have their own interests which are not always iden-
tical with the needs of the agglomeration as a whole and its parts. Th e second 
important matter is the lack or full absence of experience in the fi eld of strate-
gizing and in such a case it is also very diffi  cult for the core city and its agglom-
eration to defi ne their strategic role in the world and to formulate priorities for 
further development.

Hence, for the St. Petersburg and Samara-Togliatti agglomerations it is ex-
tremely important today to analyze the actual situation and work consistently 
on the strategic documents in short-, middle-, and long-term perspectives.
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